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The Behavior of the Index of a Periodic 
Linear Hamiltonian System under Iteration 
R. CUSHMAN AND J. J. DUISTERMAAT 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let (F, U) be a real symplectic vector space of dimension 2n and 
t -+ A(t) a curve of infinitesimally symplectic transformations in (F, u) 
such that A(1 + 1) r= A(t) for all t E R. 
Let t + Q(t) be the solution of 
Q(O) = 1. (0-I) 
Then @(t) is a curve of symplcctic transformations in (F, C) and the 
periodicity of the A(t) implies that 
qt + k) z Q(t) 0 CD” for all t f R, k&Z (0.2) 
if we write rP = @(I) for the “period mapping.” 
For k = I, 2, 3 ,..., let qP) be the curve t -+ graph Q(t), t running 
from 0 to R. This is a curve of Lagrange spaces in the vector space 
E = F x F provided with the symplectic form 
u Y Oflrst factor 0 -Osecond fartor . (0.3) 
With the definition of the index of a curve of Lagrange spaces of [3, 
Definition 2.31 WC write 
~~ = ind(#hl) - n. (0.4) 
pk is equal to the Morse index of the kth itcrate of a stationary curve 
for a variational problem satisfying Legrndre’s sign condition and with 
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periodic boundary conditions, if @i(t) is related to the differential of the 
Euler-Lagrange flow of such a problem by means of a Legendre trans- 
formation, (See [3, Proposition 4.61.) 
The purpose of this paper is to give an explicit formula for the sequence 
of integers pk - K . pI, k = 1, 2, 3 ,... in terms of the conjugacy class 
of @ in the real symplectic group Sp(F, u). (a, @’ are calIed conjugate in 
Sp(F, u) if 0’ = Y-‘-l:@??’ for some F E Sp(F, g).) Let us explain brieffy 
why such a formula exists. 
According to [3, (2.15)] we have 
ind(,$k’) = ind(F’k-1)) + ind(#-1,“)) - i(gr I, gr @+l, gr @“) (0.5) 
here #kpr~k) denotes the curve graph Q(t), t running from k - 1 to k. 
Now the index of a curve of Lagrange spaces in (F x F, u) does not 
change if a fixed symplectic transformation in (F x F, a) is applied to 
the curve. Using the transformation (u, v) + (@“-lu, V) the curve 
r$kplvkJ changes into Q&), and iteration of (0.5) leads to 
ind(#k)) = K * ind(#l’) - i i(gr1, gr W-1, gr @j) 
j-2 
In view of (0.4) this implies 
CL~ - k + ~1 = 2 [n - i(gr I, gr @5-l, gr @)I, P-7) 
5=2 
which is of the desired form because i(gr I, gr G-l, gr @) clearly only 
depends on the conjugacy class of @ in Sp(F, D), 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we give the information 
about conjugacy classes of symplectic transformations which is needed 
for the computation of the right-hand side of (0.7), which then follows in 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. 
In Section 3 we discuss the modifications which have to be made if 
the symplectic form is replaced by a hermitian form R of arbitrary 
signature, and t ++ Q(t), a curve of unitary transformations with 
respect to h, is a soIution of a periodic Iinear differential equation. An 
intersection theory of curves of maximal isotropic subspaces of F x F 
(provided with the hermitian form h @ --h of signature 0) can be 
developed as in the symplectic case. In fact this has been done before by 
Edwards [4], but without using the anaIog of Hormander’s signature 
number. 
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ils is well-known the real symplectic and h-unitary groups arc inter- 
changeabIe in the sense that each real symplectic group naturally embeds 
into an h-unitary one and vice versa. These embeddings respect the 
intersection theories mentioned above, so our formulas in the real 
symplectic cast lead to corresponding ones in the hermitian set up and 
vice versa. 
In particular we obtain a generalization of the results of Bott [I] and 
Klingenberg [7] for the Morse index of iterated periodic geodesics, to 
curves of h-unitary transformations which are not necessarily related to 
a variational problem with a positivity condition insuring the finiteness 
of its Morse index. 
1. CONJUGACY CLASSES OF REAL SYMPIXCTIC ~'RANSFORMATIONS 
Let @ E Sp(F, ff). IfF,. is a @invariant Iinear subspace of F on which P 
is nondegenerate, then its u-orthogonal complement Fz = Flu :.: {u EF; 
u(u, v) 0 for alI P l Frj is a @-invariant subspace on which D is non- 
degenerate, (F, u) =: (F, , or) @ (Fz , m2) and CD = ~0~ @ @‘z if we denote 
ui Z-T u j F2 , Qi = @ 1 Fi , i .= 1, 2. CD will be called an indecomposable 
symplectic transformation if no such decomposition exists with dim Fi $0 
for i I, 2. Decomposing as far as possible one can write (F, u) ; 
x @ (Fi , mi), Q1 = z @ ~0,; with cPi t Sp(F, , oi) indecomposablc for 
all i. 
Any invertible linear transformation @ can bc written as kb = S(I 7m N) 
with S semisimple, N nilpotent and SN = NS. (Semisimplicity means 
that every S-invariant linear subspace of F has a complementary S- 
invariant subspace. N is nilpotent means that i’P = 0 for some m E Z , .) 
The mappings S, N are uniquely determined by @ and can be written as 
a linear combination of powers of CD. In particuIar any @-invariant linear 
subspacc of F is automatically S and N-invariant. (See for instance 
Jacobson [6].) 
I,mlhL~ 1.1. If Q, E S&F, CT) then S, I + NE Sp(F, 0). 
Proof”. Regarding the symplectic form D as a linear mapping: F +F*, 
@ t Sp(F, CF) is equivalent to the equation @*u@ ~1 o. Write 
S’ .= u-l(S*)-10, I + N’ :.. ~~(1 -t N*))‘u. Then S’ is semisimple, N’ 
is nilpotent and S’(I .-L N) --- u-I(@*)--la = 0 = (I + N’)S’. The uni- 
queness of the decomposition of @ into its semisimple and unipotent 
parts now implies that S’ = S and K’ N, proving the lemma. 
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Now Iet @E Sp(F, CJ) b e indecomposable. Write @ = S(1+ N) as 
above and define vn E Z, by Nm = 0, i’P-1 # 0. Consider the filtering 
F 3 N(F) 3 W(F) 3 .** 3 P-l(F). (1.1) 
LEMMA 1.2, For each 1 < i 6 m - 1 the mapping: N”-l(F)IW(F) ---f 
Ni(F),‘Ni+l(F) induced by N is bijective. Moreover ker Nmmi = N(F) = 
Nmpi(F~. 
Proof. Because ker N”-’ is S-invariant, there is a complementary 
subspace F1 of ker Nm-I in F which is S-invariant. Now if u1 ,..., U, E Fl 
and 
then ui = 0 for all i. To prove this note that I + N E Sp(F, u) means that 
u(Nu, v) + u(u, N(I + Aye) = 0 for all U, ZJ EF. U-3) 
Let ui # 0 for i < i, . Then a(Ciai, Ni-lu, , N+‘%) = 0 for all T.J EF~ 
implies, throwing over powers of N using (1.3), that cr(N”-%.~~ , V) = 0 
for all v EF~ . Because this equation also holds for all v E ker P-l (again 
throwing over powers of N) and F1 is complementary to ker P-l, it 
follows that Nm-l~~d, is u-orthogonal to all v E F, hence N+$, = 0. 
But this implies that ui, = 0 because Fl n ker Nm-l = 0. This proves 
ui = 0 for all i by induction. 
From (I .2) it follows that P = Cz”=, Ni-l(Fl) is the direct sum of the 
spaces N”-‘(Fl), Nip1 is injective on Fl for i < m and v is nondegenerate 
on F. Because F is N and i-invariant, hence @-invariant, we conclude 
that fl = F because @ is indecomposable. In particuIar W(F) = 
EjGi Nj(FJ and this space has dimension equal to (wa - i) * dim Fl . 
M(F) is contained in ker N”pi and in W+‘(Fp. Both spaces have 
dimension equal to the codimension of Nmmi(F) if i < m. The statements 
of the lemma now easily follow. 
If T is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on a vector space G 
then a linear transformation @: G -+ G will be called T-orthogonal if 
7(&f, ah) = T(U, v) f or all U, 7.1 E G. QI is called an indecomposable 
-r-orthogonal transformation if there is no nontrivial splitting (G, T) = 
Z 0 (G, > 4, @ m= C @ ai with Qi : Gi -+ Gi a Td-orthogonal trans- 
formation. 
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LEMMA 1.3. If m is odd = 21- 1, then IV(F) is an isotropic CD- 
invariant subspace of (F, CT), o induced on F(,) = Wl(F);N’(F) is non- 
degenerate and @cl) = @ induced on Ftr) is a semisimple indecomposable 
symplectic transformation. lf m is even = Zl, then N1(F) is a @-inaariant 
Lagrange subspace of (F, cr). Moreover T: (u, TT) + (T(Nu, v) defines a 
nandegenerate symmetric bilinear form on Fcl) = NzAr(F),‘N1(F) and 
@(E~ _-. CD induced on FcI, is a semisimple indecomposable r-orthogonal 
transformation, 
Proof. If m = 2E - 1 then N”(F)” : N1-l(F) 3 N’(F) proving that 
N’(F) is isotropic and u induced on N” “(F)/Nl(F) is nondegenerate. 
N”-‘(F) and W(F) are both N and S-invariant and iD([) :.:= CD induced 
on Nl-l(F)/N’(F) IS semisimpIe because N induced on lP1(F)/N”(F) is 
equal to zero. 
Now suppose that F;,, is a @(,)-invariant subspace of Ft,, and CT is 
nondegenerate on F;,, . Then F;,, -= N”pl(F,‘) mod N’(F) for an S- 
invariant linear subspacc F,’ ofF, . It follows that F’ .--I= “&i’ @ Ni-‘(F,‘) 
is an N and S-invariant linear subspace of F. Suppose C,‘!!i’ A+$.Q, 
ui E F,’ is u-orthogonal to F’. If ui :-: 0 for i CT j then taking symplectic 
product with N2r~j~1(Fl’) g ives that Nl-94 is c+orthogonal to Nm-l(F,‘) so 
NE-~uj E Nr(F), hence U. .:= 0. ‘l’his proves that CT is nondegenerate on F’. 
Hence F’ .= F or F 2 0, that is F;,, = FtI) or F;,, .= 0. so qr) is 
indecomposabIc. 
‘I’he proof of the statements in the case that m is even is completely 
analogous. 
The following lemma contains a reduction to a transformation CD in 
a vector space G which is indecomposable as a linear mapping G + G, 
that is, there is no nontrivial splitting G = C 0 G, such that @ = 
C 0 ‘pi I ~,i : Gi ~ Gi . 
~JGvmA 1.4. If 0 is a semisimpk indecomposable symplectic (resp. 
r-orthogonal) transformation then either @ is indecomposable as a linear 
mapping of F OY F .. L @ A!, where L and M are @-inzuriant a-(resp. T-) 
isotropic subspaces of F, ~3 1 L is indecomposable as u linear transformation 
on J, and CD 1 M : (CD* j L)-l if M is ident$ied with l,* using D (resp. 7) 
us u bilinear pairing between L and AIT. 
Proof, Suppose L is a @-invariant linear subspace of F, 0 + L -j P. 
‘l’hen LO, L + I,U, 1, CT Lo are @-invariant and because @ is semisimple 
theru is a @-invariant subspace K of L ~-i- Lo complementary to L n L”. 
K +- 1; n LO = L 1 Lo implies that Ku n (1, 1~ I,,“) = L I? Lo, so taking 
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intersection with K gives Ku n K = 0. Because Q, is an indecomposable 
symplectic transformation it follows that K = 0 because K = F leads 
to L = 0 or L = F. So L = Lo and we have proved that any nontrivial 
@-invariant subspace of (F, ) u is Langrange. Because @ is semisimple 
there is a @-invariant subspace M complementary to L which auto- 
matically is Lagrange too. The proof in the case of a symmetric bilinear 
form r is obtained by replacing u by 7 everywhere. 
All the considerations up till now have been independent of the 
underlying field (as long it is perfect). In the real case the only semi- 
simple @: G + G which are indecomposable as a linear mapping occur 
for dim G = 1, !#J equal to multiplication by a real number h, or for 
dim G = 2, CD has nonreal eigenvalues h, A. This leads to the following 
classification : 
LEMMA 1.5. Let CD t Sp(F, U) b e a semisimple indecomposable real 
symplectic transformation. Then there are the following possibilities: 
(a) Type (h, E), h E @, j h 1 = I, Im A > 0, E = & 1. Here 
dim F = 2, F can be identified with W by means of a symplectic mappine 
(choosing in R2 the sympZectic form so that 0((t), (y)) = E), and @ = 
( I”,“; -kFi) with this identification. 
(b) TypehtRJhl 21. Here dim F = 2, F is identijed with 
R2 as above, and CD = (t y-1). 
(c) Type hi@, Ihl > 1, ImX > 0. Here dimF = 4. F is the 
sum of two Q-invariant Lagrange spaces L, M. @ 1 L has eigenaalues equal 
to A, X and @ 1 M has eigenvalues l/h, l/A. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1.4 the only case which is left to check is 
the case that dim F = 4, F is the sum of two @-invariant Lagrange 
space L, M and @ 1 L h as eigenvalues equal to h, h with j h 1 = 1, h # [w. 
It follows that @ 1 M has eigenvalues equal to I,‘h = A, l/x = h, so CD 
has eigenvalues X, X and we conclude that Q2 - 201~0 + I = 0 with 
CY = Re h. This implies that 
p: (XI Y) - cJ((@ - 4 x7 Y) (1*4) 
is a symmetric bilinear form on F because a(@~, y) = a(@%, @J) = 
u(2a@x - x, @y) = ~CXU(X, y) - U(X, a-y). p is nondegenerate because CY 
is not an eigenvalue of 0. 
Now for every x EF, x # 0 the vectors x, @x span a two dimensional 
@invariant subspace V of F. D is nondegenerate on V if and only if 
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p(x, X) f 0, and this occurs for some x because p(s, X) = 0 for all s E I’ 
implies that p = 0. Rut this proves that @ is decomposable. 
I,EMMA 1.6. I,pt 7 be a nondegenerate s~*mmetric bilinear form on the 
real rector spuce G and let CD be a semisimple ijzdecomposable T-orthogonal 
transformation in G. Then there are the following possibilities: 
(a) l’ype (A, t), h * I, E = * I. Here dim G = 1, @ is 
multiplication by A, sgn r t. 
(b) Type(A,e),h~@,~Xi = l,Imh ::-0,~.-= 51. HeredimG=2, 
@ has eigeaaalues equal to A, X und T is positive or negative de$nite with 
sgn 7 == 2~. 
(c) Type X, h E R, / X 1 ;-- 1. Here (G, 7, CD) is similar to G = W, 
7(x, y) = xIy2 + xzyl ) @ r.= (; ;,‘,,. 
(d) Type A, h E @, 1 h I-- 1, Im h :-- 0. Here (G, T, @) is similuv- 
to G = w, 7(x’, y) = xlya + x2y4 .I-~ x;<yl + x4ya, @ == (i ,q,) (f we 
write x (x, -1, ix,, xi i- ix,) f V. 
Proof. Suppose dim (; = 2, CD is indecomposable as a linear trans- 
formation. If sgn T = 0 then there are exactly two isotropic lines which 
have to be interchanged by @. But then CD also interchanges the quadrants 
where T(X, X) :. 1 0 with the quadrants where 7(x, X) C: 0 in contradiction 
with the T-orthogonality of @. So 7 is positive or negative definite and 
we are in the case (b). 
Now suppose Qi has eigcnvalues equal to A, X with 1 h 1 : 1, A 4 [w, 
that is ~0~ -- 2,.&j -r J =-- 0 with a -_ Re A. It follows that T(@x, X) -: 
T(@x, 0~) ~-I. 2&x, X) .- T(X, @ix), that is T(@x, x) LYT(S, x). So 
$8, + +C%, fx -I- $D)x) --. [([[ -I- +j) -L 3(&j 1 &)] 7(x, x) and 7 is 
nondegenerate on the plane spanned by x and @x if and only if 7(x’, X) f0. 
It folIows that if G is the sum of two @-invariant T-isotropic subspaccs 
and CD has nonreal eigenvalues, then we must have case (d). 
An indecomposable real symplectic transformation is called of 
type (m, A), resp.(m, A, E), if m is the number in Lemma 1.3 and 
0~~) E Sp(F(,j , 0) is of type A, resp.(h, ) c as described in Lemma 1.5 if m 
is odd, or the T-orthogonal mapping @t,) is of type A, resp.(A, E), as 
described in Lemma 1.6 if m is even. In order to make the notation 
uniform we designate the type (m, h) also by (m, h, 0). 
If (F, u) -7 x @ (Fi , c,J, ?i :- x @ ~0~ with ~0~ E Sp(F, , CT) inde- 
composable of type (mj , Ai, Q) and also (F, CT) = C @ (F,‘, aj’), 
CD’ = z @ Qj’ with Gj E Sp(F,‘, cj’) indecomposable of type (mj’, A,‘, 
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ci’), then @’ is conjugate to @ in Sp(F, 0) if and only if, after a possible 
renumbering of the indices, one has KQ = KQ’, Xi = Xi’, and Ei = Ci’ 
for all 4. The proof is easily reduced to the indecomposable case and is 
further facilitated by using the reduction @ + (@ + I)(@ - 1)-l (@ 4 
(0 - I)(@ +1)-l if Q, h as eigenvalues equal to one) to infinitesimally 
symplectic transformations. In that case it can be read off from the 
classification of Williamson [8], see also Burgoyne and Cushman [2]. 
(Note that in [2] the invariants are designated in a slightly different way, 
the choice here is more adapted to the computation of pJe - k - p1 
below.) So the unordered sequence {(PQ , Ai, EJ} is a compIete set of 
invariants for the conjugacy class of @ in Sp(F, u), and we say that 
Sp E Sp(F, V) is of Q$e ((mi , hi , Q)>. 
2. COMPUTATION OF pk - R *pl 
Let 
~~(0’) = 9i - i(gr I, gr @j-l, gr @) (2.1) 
be the jth summand in the right-hand side of (0.7). If (F, u) = 
C @ (Fi , u+), Q1 =I: C @ Qi , Qi E Sp(F, , gi) is indecomposable, then 
so we may assume from now on that @ is indecomposable of type 
(In, A E). 
In genera1 if A, B E Sp(F, u) then according to [3, Lemma 2.41 
i(gr I, gr A, gr B) = (ind + nul) Q(a(gr I), n(gr A), n(gr B)). (2.2) 
Here r(X) is the image of A n (gr I + gr A) n (gr A + gr B) under the 
canonical projection: (gr I + gr A) n (gr A + gr B) -+ (gr I + gr A) n 
(gr A + gr B)/[(grI n gr A) + (gr A n gr B)]. We also recall that if 
a, /3, y are Lagrange spaces, CI n ,6 = 0, 0 n y = 0, so that we can write 
y = (U + Cu; u E .z) for a linear map C: N -+ ,k?, then Q(LY, ,B; y) is equal 
to the symmetric bilinear form (u, z’) -+ ,(Cu, w) on 01, see [3, (2.2), (2.3)]. 
First assume that 7 equals the identity, that is I - .4 and A - B are 
invertible. Writing (x, Bx) = (y, y) + (a, Ax) we obtain z = 
(A - B)-l(B - I)y and 8 IS similar to the symmetric bilinear form 
(y, 7) I+- u&w(((A - B)-l(R - qy, A(A - W(B - Or), ( 97 PN 
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on F. ‘l’his can be written somewhat simpler as 
(y, y)‘- “F((I -- A)(ii “~ B)-yll - 1)3’, 9). (2.3) 
The effect of the projection 7~ is that in the general case this form 
has to be read on the space 
P =-- F’/F’ n ker(Z - A), where 
F’~=iy~F;(B-z)y-(A--)z for some x Elq 
(2.4) 
instead of on F. 
If Q is a symmetric bilinear form on a vector space U and J’ is a linear 
subspace of U, then 
indQ == indQIV-tindr_)lW+dim(Vn W)-dim(L’nkcrQ). (2.5) 
Hero W = {UJ E U; Q(w, V) = 0 for all o E V) is the orthogonal com- 
plement of V with respect to 0. (Compare the proof of [3, Lemma 3.41.) 
If P’C W, that is I/ is isotropic with respect to Q then the formula 
reduces to 
indQ 7~ indQ tW,‘V + dim P - dim(Vn kcrQ). (24 
If @ is indecomposable of type (m, A, e) then in the computation of the 
index of (2.3) with A = @j-l, B .: @j, we use the reduction (2.6) with 
I/ = - N’(F) if m is even (using the notation of Lemma 1.3) and V equal 
to a masimal @invariant isotropic subspace of N-l(F) containing W(F) 
if m is odd. (What is meant here of course is the image of Y in the space P 
defined in (2.4).) 
We start by considered the “generic” case that K ’ -/ I, N + 1 (both 
implying that A .,A I). In this case T is the identity andQ is nondegenerate. 
(In fact the proof of 13, Lemma 2.41 is considerably simpler under these 
transversality conditions.) If m is even or m is odd, X r- R or A E C, 1 X !  -:- I, 
then V = IV, ind Q = dim tT =- n, so vi(@) :-: 0. ‘rhus we are left with 
the case that m is odd, 1 X j -= 1, Im A ‘:> 0. 
Choosing EJ’ = W(F) we get W .. W-l(F) and vj(@) = n - ind 0 = 
I - ind Q’ with 
p’: (F, y) --f ~((1 - Ri-l)(Rj-l - Rj)-l(Rj - 1) y, j7) 
defined on IW~, and R is a rotation in W over the angle ~1 E 10, ~1, X = &‘, 
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and g is defined as in Lemma 1.5, (a), Substituting y = (I - A)z, 
y” = (I - R)z’, Q’ is similar to 
cz, 2) -+ o((l - Rj-1) Rl-j(Rj - I) 2, (I - R)ii) 
=i ~((1 - R-1)(1 - RI-l) RI-j(Rj - I) x, ,%) 
zzz u([(R - R-1) - (Rj - R-j) + (Ri-1 - RI-j)] z, 5) 
with a = 2[sin ‘p - sin jg, + sin{j - l)cp] and ( , j the Euclidean inner 
product on RF. So ind Q’ = 0 if EOI > 0, ind Q’ = 2 if E(Y < 0, in other 
words v~(@) = sgn(ccx). N ow if #3, YEJO, %[, then sgn(sin(P - y) - 
sin p + sin y) = sgn(j3 - 7). S 0 writing jv = 2 * 23~ + j9, (j - 1)~ = 
E 0 2~ + y it follows that 
v,(@) = 1;“ if (j-l)p,<I.2~<~~forsomeI~~ 
otherwise. (2.71 
The remainder consists of collecting all terms obtained for h equal to 
a root of unity. We start with the case that @-I # 1 (so h # I). Aj = 1. 
In this case T is the identity, but @ - 1 is equal to a polynomial in IV, 
the lowest order term being equa1 to jN. 
If m is even, m = 21, then I’ = Nz(F), W = NJ-‘(F), ker Q = 
ker N C V, and therefore 
uj(@) = - indQ IN~-~,Fj,NtIFF) 
zz - ind Q’ Q’ : (JJ, J) + 0((1- @-l)(Pl - I)jAry, 3) 
= - ind (-jr) in the notation of Lemma 1.3. 
In view of Lemma 1.6 this implies that 
! -2 if nz is even, h + -1, .f=l Vj(@) = 
! 
--I if m is even, h = -1, E=l P-8) 
0 if 111 is even, E = --I 
If nt is odd, m = 21- 1, then vi(@) = -1 if m = 1 because then 
n = 1, ind Q = 0, nul Q = 2. If m > 1 choose V = N”(F). Then 
dim V = n - 1, ?Y is the u-orthogonal complement of N’+l(F) which 
equaIs NJ-“(F). Q . IS nondegenerate on the four dimensional space W/V, 
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ker Q = ker N C V, so vi(@) = 1 - ind Q I w~v . Here V C LVI-~(F) C W, 
picking up two dimensions at each inclusion. Now if ZJ, U’ E NI-1(8’) then 
Q(u, u’) is equal to the u-product of an element of W(F) with U’ and 
therefore vanishes. So N’-l(F)/ V * is a two dimensional isotropic subspacc 
for Q on IV! V and we conclude that sgn g 1 W,v : 0, or ind Q j W,y :: 2. 
Consequently in all cases: 
“i(@) :-: - 1 if xj-1 i: ] I I jy :-: 1, m is odd. VW 
NOW assume that Xj- ’ = 1, hj + 1 (so A + 1). In this case F’ F’, 
kcr(l -- A) = ker N, so E = F/ker N and on this space the form (2.3) 
is nondegenerate. In other words, v~(@) =- n ~ indC), where Q is the 
form defined in (2.3) with A - @-l, u = @j. 
If PIE is oven, m = 21, then ~~j(~) .m -ind Q \N~~L~p)/N~(p) -1’ nulp). 
How-ever this time ind Q IN1-L(F)~Iv~(F) = ind Q’, Q’: (y, 4) + 
o( -( j - 1) N(I - @j))‘(@j - I) y, 7) = ind( j - 1 )7, which leads to 
1 
3 
; 
if nr is even, x + -1, t z 1 
Vj(@) = if m is even, h /z -1, e r: 1 (2.10) 
0 if 1IE is even, cc 7~ -1. 
Similar reasoning as preceding (2.9) leads to 
Vj(@) = 1 if Aj-l z 1 xj i I and nz is odd. (2.11) 
Finally if A = 1 then @ = I + N with N nilpotent. Again F’ = P, 
P := F,‘ker N, on which ,Q is nondegenerate. So v?(a) = n - ind &. 
The leading term in 
(1 I @j-I)(@-J - @i)-J(@ _ 1) 
as a polynomial in N is equal to -(j - 1)jN and similar reasoning as in 
the proof of (2.10) in the case A = - 1 and (2.11) now yields 
Vj(@) = 1 if m is even, c :A 1 or m is odd. (2.12) 
Collecting all terms we have proved 
THE~RRM 2. I. Suppose c;P E S p(F, u) is &decomposable and of type 
(m, A, E). Thea pLIC - k * pl is equal to 
(a) ~(k ~ 1 - 2[&27;) if m is odd, Imh >O, and h” + 1, 
jhJ = 1,orP := 1 ande=- 1. 
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(b) -(k - 1 - Z[hq’27~J) - 2, m is odd, ImX#O, A”= 1, 
E== -1 
(c) A--lzifmiseven,h== I,E= 1. 
(d) -1 l~kiseztenandmiseoen,)I = -1, E = 1. 
(el -2ifmiseven,lmhpO,h”= l,c=l. 
(f) 0 in all other cases. 
Cases (a) and (b) are easily computed from the diagrams in Fig. 1. 
W2n 
(iii) -,r,_‘l’,qL (iv) ~~ZL~.S~Z!/!C”“” <=l 
FIGURE 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose di E Sp(F, u) is of type {(mj , Aj , Ed)}, Write 
for 0 < gJ < 7T: 
?Z[rp) = #{j; m, is odd, A, == eim, Lj = 1) 
-#(I’; mj is odd, hj = e”@, cj = --I], 
and furthermore: 
n, = #{j; mj is odd, ;1, = I> + #{j; mj is eve~z, h, = 1, ci = I), 
n- = #{j; mj is odd, Aj = -1) + #(j; mj is men, hj = -1, '3 = I}, 
andfor each I = 3, 4,... 
- n- - l,,,,(k) - 2 1 nr JOY k = 2,3 ,... . 
21% 
Here 1 ,,,,(k) is one if k is evm and zero otherwise; moreover I / k means 
that k is an integer multiple of I. 
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“oscillation theorem” for a periodic differential equation 
is often formulated as a statement whether 
the intersection number of the curve 1 I-+ graph Q(t) with some element 
in A(F y: F, (T @ -u) runs to +CG, to -00, or remains bounded as the 
t-interval grows to infinity. From Corollary 2.2 we can now read off: 
COROLLARY 2.3, Let V~ be the intersection number of t t-*graph Q(t), 
t running from 0 to k, with an arbitrary elemelat of A(F x F, [r @ - u). 
Write 
Then the sequence vk -- k * cy, k > 0, is bounded. 
The numbers n(~) clearly play an important part in the behaviour of 
the sequence pt - k * ,u~ . In this context the following result might be 
of some interest. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. n(y) = 0 f QY all cp t IO, TT[ ;f  and only if there is a 
@-inzlariant Lagrange subspace of (F, u), 
Proof. For each h G Iw denote by F, the space on u-hich @ ~ Al is 
nilpotent and for X E C\rW the space on which cz - 2(Re A)@ $ 1 h 121 
is nilpotent. (FA is a generalized eigenspace.) 
Then FA is @-invariant, (F, U) :: ~AW,mr30 @ (F, , G), and if V is a 
o-invariant linear subspace of F then V = zA,,mA?O @ V n FA , because 
this is just the generalized eigenspacc decomposition of @ jy . 
For each A E @, Im A > 0, 1 h 1 3 1, write F,’ = F, $ F,ix . Because 
F,’ is equal to the sum of the subspaces on which @ is indecomposable of 
type (mi , A, , Q) with hi = X, it follows that (J’,,‘, 0) is a symplectic vector 
space and 
If V is a @-invariant Lagrange subspacc of (Ij‘, 0) then VA’ = F’ n FA -f- 
V n F,/a is an isotropic subspacc of (F,‘, o), hence dim VA’ < 9 dim F,‘. 
On the other hand ~A,r,n,,~o, ,,, >1 dim VA’ dim V : -i dim F = 
c n,lmn)o,,n;~l & dimFA’, so dim VA’ =: $ dimF,,‘, that is VA’ is a @- 
invariant Lagrange subspace of (FA’, U) for all A. 
This reduces the problem of existence of @-invariant subspaces to the 
case that F = F,‘, that is hi = X or 1, x for all i. Now if X E [w or X E E, 
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1 h 1 > 1 it foIlows from Lemma 1.3-1.5 that each (Pi , u) contains a 
@-invariant Lagrange subspace, their sum being a o-invariant Lagrange 
subspace of {F, 0). This leaves us with the case that 1 h 1 = 1, Im X >, 0. 
The condition n(~) = 0 means that #{j; “j is odd, ~j = h, l j = l] = 
#(j; mj is odd, Ai = A, cj = --I}. Because the F, with mj even aIways 
contains a @-invariant Lagrange subspace, we can find a @-invariant 
Lagrange subspace of (E: a) if we can find one in the situation that 
(F, 0) = (F+ 9 0,) + (F- , u-)3 @ = @+ -/- @- , with @* E Sp(F* , u*) 
indecomposable of type (m, , X, &I), m+ odd, 911, = 2E+ -.- I. Because 
V is a @-invariant Lagrange subspace of (F, 0) if 
N’+(F+) + NZ-(i?) c I,’ c A++-‘(F,) + NZ--l(F-) 
and V/(N*+(F+) + N’-(E)) is a @-invariant Lagrange subspace of the 
symplectic vector space 
(Nz”-l(F+) + rV’--yF~)):‘(Nz+(F+) + N’-(E)) 
it is sufficient to find such V for m, = m- = 1. However in this case 
(F, u) = @=, Q2) (33 (rW?> -qp), #=R@R, 
with R equal to a rotation in W over an angle v and us4 is the standard 
symplectic form in UP, so we can take V equal to the graph of the identity 
map on W as the @-invariant Lagrange subspace of (F, u). This shows 
the sufficiency of the condition n(p) = 0 for the existence of a @- 
invariant Lagrange space. 
For the necessity consider the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear 
form p on F = Fn’, j A 1 = 1, Im h > 0, defined in (1.4) with @ replaced 
by its semisimple part S. If Y is a @ (hence S-) invariant Lagrange 
subspace of (F, u) th en it is isotropic with respect to p and dim Y = 
5 dim F, and we conclude that sgn p = 0. On the other hand the spaces 
Fi with hj = h are mutually orthogonal with respect to p hence sgn p = 
C~j:+d w-b If,)- N ow sgn(p Jr,) = 0 if W+ is even [by the above 
argument) and rf mj is odd, mj = 21, - 1 then an application of (2.6) with 
V = NQ(F,), W = Wj-l(Fj) shows that sgn(p lFj) = 26, , so sgn p = 
2493). 
Question. Are the numbers n(y), R,. , n- , n1 in Corollary 2.2 deter- 
mined by the sequence pIG - k * p1 ? In particular, can one read off from 
the sequence ,uk - k * p1 whether there is a @-invariant Lagrange 
subspace of (F, u) ? 
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3. THE HERMITIAN VERSION 
Let X be a finite-dimensional vector space over @ and h a hermitian 
form on X, that is h: X x X -+ C is @-linear in the first variable and 
h(y, x} = h(s, y) f or ali s, y E X. h is called non-degenerate if h(x, yf = 0 
for all y E X implies that x = 0, and h is called positive (resp. negative) 
definite if h(x, x) > 0 (resp. < 0) for all x E X, x # 0. The index of h 
is defined as the maximum dimension of a @-linear subspace of X on 
which h is negative definite, and the signature as 
sgn h = ind(-h) - ind h. 
The important feature which a nondegenerate hermitian form shares 
with nondegenerate symmetric and skew-symmetric bilinear forms is 
the concept of orthogonal complementation: if V is a C-linear subspace 
of X then 
VI =Y {“T E A-; h(*, y) = 0 for all y E vj 
is a @-linear subspace of X and we have the familiar rules: dim Yl = 
codim V, F/‘Il = V, (V -t W)’ = VL n Wl. (In fact any transformation 
V -+ Vl in the Grassmannian satisfying these rules is given by a non- 
degenerate form which is either symmetric or skew-symmetric or 
hermitian.) 
As usual Y is called isotropic if V C VL. One has sgn h = 0 if and 
only if dim, X is even, say := 2n, and h admits isotropic subspaces V 
with dim V = 3 dim X = n. 
From now on Iet g be a nondegenerate hermitian form on a 2d- 
dimensional complex vector space W such that sgng = 0. Then 
,P y P( w g) = ca c w 01 is an isotropic subspace of W, dimc(z = d) 
is a regular real algebraic variety of dimension d” in the Grassmannian of 
complex d-dimensional linear subspaces of W. f is the hermitian 
version of the variety of Lagrange spaces with respect to a symplectic 
form, and an intersection theory for curves in ,a can be developed in 
complete analogy with [3, Section 21. 
More specifically, if a, B E d, iy n p = 0, then any d-dimensional 
complex linear subspace y of W such that y n j? = 0 can be written as 
y m= [zc + Cx; x E CY} for a complex linear mapping C: OL -+ /3, and 
G(cY, p; y): (.I-, y) r+ i-‘,(C.x, y) (3.1) 
607/23/I-Z 
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is a hermitian form on 01 if and only if y E I. So writing 
f*(a) = (/3 E $; dim a CI /3 = A}, 
the mapping y w G(ol, p; r) is a diffeomorphism from the dense open 
subset fl*(p) to the space Z(a) of hermitian forms on 01. Moreover 
uk,ak I”‘(Q) is an algebraic variety in 3 with regular part equa1 to 
xk(a), which has real codimension equa1 to K2 in I. In particular 
~j~a(ol) is an algebraic variety of real codimension 1 in $, with singuIar 
part of real codimension 4 in $. It defines an oriented cycIe of codimen- 
sion 1 in j which is dual by Poincarb duahty to a generator of 
W(f, iz) = Z. F rom this point on the whole theory of [3, Section 21 
can be repeated, including the analogy of Htirmander’s signature 
number and the definition of the index of a nonclosed curve in $. 
If i4 is a nondegenerate hermitian form on X of arbitrary signature, 
then IV = X x X can be equipped with the nondegenerate hermitian 
form 
which has signature 0. A compIex linear map @: X -+ X is called h- 
unitary if 
f@k @y) = +, y) for all x, y f X, 
the group of all such transformations wil1 be denoted by U(X, h). The 
mapping Q, F+ graph @ then is a diffeomorphism from U[X, h) to a 
dense open subset of 3(X x X, h @ --h), so the latter space can be 
regarded as a natural compactification of U(X, h). 
On the other hand, if g is a nondegenerate hermitian form of signature 
0 on W, dim, W = 2d, then taking for Y a d-dimensiona complex 
Iinear subspace of W on which g is positive definite, we obtain that 
g JrL is similar to -g Ir so (W, g) = (Y, g) @ (Y, -9) and &( W, g) = 
I(Y x Y,gO -g) = U(Y,g). I n other words, $(W, g) can be 
identified with the usual unitary group in n variables with respect to a 
positive definite hermitian form (cf. Bott El]). However we will not use 
this fact here any further, but stress the analogy between fl and the 
variety of Lagrange spaces for a real symplectic form instead. 
If t k Q(t) is a curve in U(X, la), solution of a periodic differential 
equation of period I, then we define as in the Introduction: 
pi = (index of D(t), t running from 0 toj) - 4 dime X. (3.2) 
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As in the real symplectic case, if Q(t) is obtained from a hermitian 
variational problem with a suitabk positivity condition (cf. Bott Cl?), 
then pj is equal to the Morse index of this variational problem with 
periodic boundary conditions, t E [O, jl. The proof is by “hermitianizing” 
131. Note that for arbitrary signature of h the dimension of X is not 
necessarily even, implying that pj is only a half-integor instead of an 
integer. 
As in the Introduction it follows that 
(3.3) 
n --- A dime X, and the right hand side only depends on the conjugacy 
class of @ =dt!f @(I) in U(X, h). 
The necessary information about the conjugacy classes in U(-Y+ h) 
can be obtained in complete analogy with the real symplectic case. 
In 1,emma 1’.1, 1.2 we only have to replace u by h, and in Lemma 1.3 
we have to replace in addition the symmetric bilinear form 7 by the 
hermitian form 
I;: (x, y) t-+ i-‘h(Nx, y) (3.4) 
on F’” in the case that m is even. In this way the classification is reduced 
to classifying semisimple indecomposable unitary transformations with 
respect to some hermitian form, and for these we have only two cases: 
(a) Type h, h t @, ] X ] :‘, I. This case is similar to X = Cz, 
@ = (A 849 JEQ), (2:)) = x1%+ x2% . 
(b) Type (h,~), h~a=, IhI := 1, E = f 1. This case is similar to 
x -- c, CD = AI, h(x, x) = E 1 x 12. 
‘rhe general indecomposable again is calIed of type (m, h, E) where 
m is t_he number in 1,emma I.3 and (A, E) is the type on (F(l), h), resp. 
(17’1), hf, here we write E z 0 in the case (a). For arbitrary @ E U(L., lz) 
one has (S, h) = c @ (X, , hi), @ = C @ cPi with Qi E U(_Yi, hi) in- 
decomposable of type (mi , Xi, EJ. Moreover if @’ E U(S, h) has a 
splitting into indecomposables of type (W if, X,‘, cj’), then 0, is conjugate 
to @ in U(X, Iz) if and only if, after a possible renumbering of the indices, 
one has mi = m,‘, hi = X1:‘, ci = l i’ for all i. This justifies calling @ 
zmitary of type {(m, , Ai , Q)). 
A computation as in Section 2 now leads to: 
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THEOREM 3.1. SUf@Se 6, E U(X, h) is Of t3p.G ((mj , Aj , fr)f, Write 
for 0 < p < 7rr: 
n(v) = #(j; mj is odd, hj = eirim} - #{j; m, is odd, A, = e-“jm} 
and furthermore: 
n, = #{j; m, is odd, Aj = 1) + 2 #{j; mj is even, hj = I, l j = I}, 
n- = #(j; mj is odd, A* = -1) + 2 #{j; m, is even, hj = -1, c3 := I), 
andfor each 1 = 3,4,.., 
n,=#(j;h~=l,h~#lforl~m<Iandeithermjisodd, 
153 ’ Im Xi < 0, Or ??lj k tXX??Z, Ej = 1). 
‘Then 
-;f np l,,,,(k) - C nL, for K = 2, 3 ,... 
Ilk 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let vx: be the intersection number oft b graph Q(t), t 
running from 0 to k, with an arbitrary element of $(X x X, h @ -h). 
Write 
Then. the sequence vp - k * cy, k > 0, is bounded. 
Replacing the intersection of graph G(t), t running from 0 to 1, with 
the graph of the identity by intersection with graph ~1, p t @, 1 p 1 = 1, 
the Morse index of the variational problem with this new boundary 
condition is given by: 
i, = index of graph Q(t), t running from 0 to I, 
+ i(gr I, gr pl, gr @) - dime X (3.5) 
if p # I, see [3, Theorem 4.31. For an arbitrary curve t I+ Q(t) in 
U(X, h), with h a nondegenerate hermitian form of arbitrary signature 
on X, we now take (3.5) as the definition of the p-index of the curve 
t I+ cp(t). 
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Note that 
i,, I.- iI + i(gr I, gr pl, gr @) - i dime X (3.6) 
if p + 1, iI zdef p1 , and using (3.2). So i, - z’~ can be computed using 
(2.2), (2.3) with A = pl, B = @ = @(I), and uF replaced by a?lh. The 
result is: 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose @E U(X, h) is of type {(mj , hj , Ed)}. Write 
p = ei”, 0 < IY. < 2~. Then 
Ej = 1, OY 0: < Ipi < 27r, 4 =z ---I, oryj = 0, cj 7 &I} 
- $ #{j; mj is odd, Xj F- eiej and either 0 < yj ~1 a, 
Fj = -1, OY a <: cpj < 377, Ej = 1, OY yI’i =- CL, Ej r-z &I} 
+#~j;mjiSeVe#,hj=I,Ej=l} 
-- # {j; mj is even, Ar 7. p, ci =m 1). 
COROLLARY 3.4. pIi = C {ip : p E @, pk = 11, 
The proof can be given by comparing Theorem 3.1 and 3.3. However, 
a more conceptual proof, such as given by Bott [l] for Morse indices of 
a variational problem, would be more satisfactory. Then an alternative 
proof of Theorem 3.1 could be given by combining ‘l’heorcm 3.3 with 
the identity in Corollary 3.4. 
Note also that if i, is the Morse index for a variational problem, then 
i, > 0 by definition, and it follows that either the average IY. in CorolIary 
3.2 is strictly positive or i, = 0 for all p f @, [ p ) = 1. This observation 
is the starting point of Gromoll and Meyer [S]. Of course for arbitrary 
curves in U(X, h) any sign of i, can occur. 
Now let (I+‘, u) be a real symplectic vector space. On the complexifica- 
tion W = Fc = F @ iF we extend (T as a complex-bilinear form and 
write 
g(x,y) -: iLT(x,f), X,YE w. (3.7) 
Then g is a nondegenerate hermitian form on W of signature 0. ‘The 
mapping 0: L+ CF -= 01 @ ia is an embedding: 4F, u) - 6°C w, gf- 
Moreover, if CL, F, y E /l(F, o), (Y n /3 = 0 = /3 n y, then 
$3~ P; Y) =- G(aC, PC:; Y”), 
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here Q, resp. G are defined after (2.2), resp. in (3.1). It foIIaws that 
intersection numbers, indices, etc. of curves in A(F, u) are equal to the 
corresponding numbers of their images in d( W, g). 
If Sp E Sp(F, u) then its complex-linear extension @c: W + W is 
g-unitary, so @ +--F @c is an embedding of Sp(F, u) into U( W, g), If 0, Y 
are conjugate in Sp(F, a) then @ c, Ye are conjugate in U( W, g); listed 
below are the types in U( W, g) corresponding to the indecomposable 
types in Sp(F, u), 
TABLE 1 
Type in Sp(F, 0) Type in WW g) 
(m,,J~),modd,~/\/ = l,ImA>O 
(m,h),modd,X = 51 
(m,X),modd,XER,jAl > 1 
(m,h),modd,IXI>l,ImA>O 
(m, A, l ), m even, A L *I 
(m,A,s),meven,JXI = l,Imh>O 
(m, A), m even, X E IF!, 1 A 1 > 1 
(m,A), meven, 1x1 > 1,ImA >0 
Using the embedding Sp(F, cr) + U(W, g) and the above list, 
Corollary 2.2 can now be read off from Theorem 3.1, and the results of 
Klingenberg [7]r on the p-index from Theorem 3.3. 
Suppose conversely that h is a nondegenerate hermitian form of 
arbitrary signature on the complex vector space. LetF =def X be regarded 
as a vector space over R and define 
0(x, y) --I Im h(x, Y), x, y EF. (3.Y 
Then (F, u) is a real sympIectic vector space. Moreover, if sgn h = 0 
then ,p’(X, la) C A(F, a), but the real symplectic index of a curve in 
d(X, h) is twice the hermitian index because the real dimension of a 
complex vector space is twice the complex dimension. 
l See [7], Theorem 4.4. His “compact,” resp. “even,” resp “odd” correspond to our 
“m =: I,” resp. “m odd, m > 3,” req. “m even.” His signs correspond to our -sgn E. 
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For arbitrary signature of h we have 
and using Table 2 below Theorem 3.3 can also be read ofi from 
Corollary 2.2. ‘I’he conclusion is that the hermitian and the real symplectic 
set up are completely interchangeable, the hermitian theory being 
somewhat more eiegant. 
TABLE 2 
Type in U(X, h) 
(m, A, c), m odd, i X 1 x 1 and Im X --: 0 
x -= +1 
Illlh>O 
(m, A), m odd, I A I > 1 :tnd ImX TO 
hcR 
ImX~.O 
(m, A), m even, 1 h ] > 1 and Im h < 0 
AElF! 
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